
Degree/Certificate Program
Pre-Allied Health AS

Program Student Learning Outcomes (pSLOs)
To evaluate the program student learning outcomes (pSLOs), students were asked: “With respect to all of the classes you have taken 
at FLC toward an AS in Pre-Allied Health how well have the classes prepared you to...(each pSLO was listed)." Responses ranged 
from 5 “excellent preparation” to 1 “inadequate preparation”. Below is a summary of the student responses by the semester the 
student petitioned to graduate.

Total 
PSLOs Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
Apply chemical principles to solve quantitative 
problems. 3.89 0.88 2 5
Demonstrate skills in laboratory procedures and apply 
critical thinking skills in laboratory experiments. 4.56 0.62 3 5
Describe the overall organization of the human body. 4.32 0.82 2 5
Describe the roles that culture and diversity play in 
various aspects of human behavior. 4.37 0.60 3 5
Demonstrate a workable knowledge of medical 
terminology. 4.11 0.88 2 5
Explain the principles of nutrition and their effect on 
health. 4.21 0.71 3 5
Number of responses 19

Additional Feedback
Students were given the opportunity to provide additional comments about their experience in the program and more broadly at FLC. 
Below are the questions students were asked, along with the comments provided by the students: 

Please provide any additional comments about your experiences taking classes toward an AS degree in Pre-Allied Health that 
might help FLC improve the program.
2018-2019
Anatomy should be a requirement
I felt adequately prepared in all areas.
It was very helpful



more options on advanced courses which will help students who want to move on to further level of education like CLS pre-requisite 
classes for MLT students as an alternative.
No improvement needed
Overall, I have nothing more to add other than keep having positive instructors.
Staff and teachers have all be very helpful and supportive during my education experience.
Teachers made themselves available for help when needed. Their support was great to have!

Is there anything else you would like share about your experience as an FLC student?
2018-2019
Great school!
I loved attending FLC,very helpful and convenient for me. Allowed me to work, be a student, and enjoy time with my friends/family 
while still fulfilling my academic dream.
Thank you for a great experience at Flc! It is one I will never forget!

Were there any services or supports offered by the college that were a significant support to the achievement of your 
academic goals?
2018-2019
Academic Advising was invaluable.
Counseling
Counseling is paramount to success. They helped me stay on track, even when I was unsure about end goals.
EOPs
INDIS 314
Tutoring, Reading and Writing Center

Did you experience any significant barriers to achieving your academic goals?
2018-2019
Counselors having conflicting information, or not correct information


